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CHAPTER I

AMERICA LOOKS AHEAD

The surrender of Japan in August, 1945, signified the ending

of an era in American history. The dropping of the first atomic

bomb a week earlier was even more significant. It denoted the

beginning of a new era, an era into which we were suddenly-

propelled like a rocket. With new problems to face, new solu-

tions to reach, we still carry our old problems into our new world.

The guns of war are silenced but we have not yet learned to

sound with sureness the trumpets of peace.

Whatever we may have learned in war, we must not forget

in peace. America turned her back on isolation to win the war
against dictatorships; now she must cooperate with her allies

to live at peace with her neighbors in this "one world." America

united her own warring factions for the duration ; now she must
somehow learn to live at peace within her own boundaries. Many
of her problems were shelved for the duration; now she must
look ahead and face them with courage and with wisdom.

America can face her problems only if individual, thinking,

voting Americans face them individually—and face them to-

gether.

What kind of nation have the returning veterans found and
what kind of nation do they want to build?

What is the best relationship between individual citizens and
their government and how far can government go in planning

the welfare of its citizens?

How can the health and the housing of millions of Americans
be improved?

What is the role of science destined to be in the future develop-

ment of America ? What are both the good and evil potentialities

of our new "control" of the atom?
What successful balance can be achieved by labor and capital

for the ultimate good of all the people—and what should the

government do to assist? Where do industry and agriculture fit

into the future of a prosperous America?
How can education prepare the citizens of America to solve

their social, political and economic problems ?
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What mental, spiritual and recreational resources can America

rely upon to increase her "pursuit of happiness" ?

How can the majority of thinking Americans help solve the

critical problems of our too often persecuted minorities in order

to create "one nation, indivisible, with liberty and justice for

all"?

Now that we have begun to think about the problems America

faces as she looks ahead into this new era, we can supplement

and stimulate our thinking by intelligent reading and honest dis-

cussion. One of the most discerning and considered books on the

subject is What the Informed Citizen Needs to Know, edited by

Bruce Bliven and A. G. Mezerik, with chapters written by various

experts ranging from Edward R. Stettinius to Philip Murray.

Two other helpful guides are Stuart Chase's Goals for America

and Saul D. Alinsky's Reveille for Radicals.

1. America's Situation—and Her Goals

Goals for America, by Stuart Chase

Describe the physical picture of America immediately after the war
which Mr. Chase draws in his opening chapter. What does he maintain

is the great lesson we should have learned from the 1929 depression?

Why does he consider unemployment the great danger? Can you answer

Mr. Chase's question: "If we can achieve full employment by making
tanks, why can't we achieve it by making schools?"

How does Mr. Chase believe that "minimum standards of well-being

for the entire population" should be set up? Discuss his goals of

"adequate food, shelter, clothing, health service and education."

Does he find the "American plant" capable of producing all that is

necessary for American prosperity? What is the significance of his

quotation from Business Week on applying the lessons of all-out pro-

duction learned in wartime to the peacetime market?
In his final chapter, "The Road Is Forward," what is Mr. Chase's

conclusion on how to keep all members "loyal to their community and
supplied with the essentials of life"?

2. The Role of the Individual

What the Informed Citizen Needs to Know, edited by Bruce Bliven and A.

G. Mezerik

The editors (Foreword and pages 260-272) suggest that the waste
and destruction of war and poverty be replaced in America by "dynamic
stability." What do they mean by this phrase? Point out their com-
parison to a plane in the air.
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What kind of "vaccination" do they suggest to protect the American

people against the disease of depression?

How do the editors compare their "planning for peace" with the war
plans for the invasion of the continent?

Discuss what they term the purpose of the planning to which their

book is dedicated: "The goal of the general program is to insure the

individual's ability to move forward, secure in his material equipment

and in his right to the expression of his personality in speech, religion,

assembly, and opportunity."

What do the editors suggest that the "well-informed" citizens in

each community can do to help bring about the goal mentioned above?

Elaborate upon their statement that good government begins with the

lowest office in the smallest hamlet.

Why is it important that every individual do his part "to make de-

mocracy work"? Consider the various chapters of the Bliven-Mezerik

book and also the chapters of this bulletin in relation to the individual's

role in building an America which looks ahead toward becoming a better

world for all its people to live in.

3. Time to Awaken

Reveille for Radicals, by Saul D. Alinsky

Read aloud Saul Alinsky's definition of "the people of America" (pages
11-16). How would you answer his pointed question: "Do you like

people?"

What does he mean by the term "Radical"? Why does he call Patrick
Henry, Thomas Jefferson, Tom Paine, Horace Mann and Walt Whitman
"great Radicals"?

Describe the kind of world the Radical wants for himself and for all

the "people of America" to live in. Does this world exist at the present
time? How does Alinsky believe it may be brought into existence?



CHAPTER II

AMERICA AND ATOMIC ENERGY

In the early morning of July 16, 1945, an anxious group of

America's greatest scientists waited in their control posts out

in the desert of New Mexico. Atop a steel tower was the world's

first atomic bomb, a two-billion-dollar experiment which, if suc-

cessful, could end the war and project mankind into a new era.

It was successful. The bomb exploded ; the steel tower was com-

pletely vaporized. And now the future that America faces is a

future dominated by the awesome fact of human control of

atomic power.

David Dietz, science editor of the Scripps-Howard newspapers

and Pulitzer Prize winner, says in his new book, Atomic Energy
in the Coming Era: "It is fair to say, therefore, that the world

stands today at the crossroads. It must either choose lasting

peace or complete destruction. I know no scientist who would

guarantee the ability of civilization to survive World War III."

Dietz tells a fascinating story of the development of the atomic

bomb from a theory in the brains of such physicists as Einstein

and Sir Ernest Rutherford to its sudden and cataclysmic falling

upon Hiroshima. In the field of warfare he predicts that "the

ultimate weapon will be a rocket propelled by atomic energy and

carrying an atomic bomb."

But Dietz is not concerned solely with the destructive poten-

tialities of the atom. More reassuring are his suggestions as to

the possibilities of atomic energy for improving the life of man-
kind. You will be able to drive your car for a year on a pellet of

atomic energy the size of a vitamin pill, he says. That same pill

can heat your house for the winter. You can mine the ocean for

an inestimable wealth of minerals. You can air-condition the

outdoors, clear snow off the earth, grow food with artificial sun.

You can create a richer and fairer and better world than any
imagined Utopia.

The awesomeness felt by millions at the harnessing of atomic

energy was aptly expressed by Norman Cousins in his Modern Man
Is Obsolete, which appeared first as an editorial in the Saturday

Review of Literature and later as a book. He poses the problem

as to how man can safely handle the tremendous forces he has

at last unleashed. In his opinion, there must be either effective

world government strong enough to prevent future wars—or
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else man must give up science, knowledge, civilization and revert

to his condition in 10,000 B. C.

1. Development of the Atomic Bomb

Atomic Energy in the Coming Era, by David Dietz

One World or None, edited by Dexter Masters

Modern Man Is Obsolete, by Norman Cousins

Trace the theory of the atom from the days of the Greek Democritus

to the dropping of the first atomic bomb. What were the contributions

of Mendeleeff, the Curies, Albert Einstein, Sir Ernest Rutherford?

What is an "atom-smasher"? How does it operate? Explain the use

of the cyclotron.

What progress had been made in smashing the atom by the beginning

of World War II? Discuss the significance of the work of Enrico Fermi,

Lise Meitner, Niels Bohr. Explain the significance of Uranium 235.

Of the word "fission."

Discuss the experimental work done in American laboratories during

the war. Tell the story of the first experimental bomb which exploded

in New Mexico. How destructive were the two bombs dropped on Japan?

2. Future of Atomic Power

References same as above

What are the future possibilities of atomic energy in waging warfare,

according to Mr. Dietz? What are its potential uses in the ways of

peace? What kind of world does Dietz foresee in the coming atomic

era? What are the dangers?

Explain the title of Norman Cousins' Modern Man Is Obsolete. How
does he answer his own question: "What changes will the new age bring

or demand in man's everyday life? What changes will it bring or de-

mand in his culture, his education, his philosophy, his religion, his re-

lationships with other human beings?"

Discuss Cousins' statement that at present man is a world warrior
but it is time for him to grow up and to become a world citizen. Why
does he think that the coming of the atomic bomb has shattered the old

concepts of national sovereignty?

What is his opinion of the United Nations Charter and why does he
believe such an organization is inadequate to keep the peace in the

future?

Discuss the kind of world government which Cousins considers abso-

lutely necessary for the salvation of mankind. What are the attendant
dangers of such world government?

What do you think of this suggestion? "This is the multiple nature
of the challenge to modern man—to bring about world government and
to keep it pure; to keep his social, economic, and political institutions

apace with his scientific achievements; to make whatever adjustments
are needed in his own make-up, conditioning, and outlook on life in order
to exist in an Atomic Age."



CHAPTER III

THE VETERAN RETURNS

Twelve million members of the Armed Forces of the United

States have made it possible for America to face a future of its

own making. Now that they have returned to civilian life they

want to have a voice in the molding of that future. One of the

great questions facing them in this year of decision is whether to

wield their tremendous voting power as another pressure bloc

or to use their influence in the attempt to insure for all Ameri-

cans the kind of world they believed they were fighting to create.

During the war many voices spoke for the veterans, claiming

to represent the viewpoints of the fighting men but all too often

more interested in gaining some temporary political advantage

for themselves. Now that the war is over the veterans can speak

for themselves—and are not slow to do so.

One of the most vocal is Charles Bolte, author of The New
Veteran and organizer of the American Veterans Committee. A
graduate of Dartmouth College, Bolte joined the British Army
even before America was in the war, fought in the African cam-

paign, and was wounded at El Alamein.

Believing firmly that the welfare of the veterans can be secured

only by insuring the welfare of all citizens, Bolte has urged that

veterans of World War II act not as a selfish interest bloc to get

special privileges but rather as liberal, intelligent, earnest voters

to secure the enactment of laws that will benefit all Americans.

The new veteran, Bolte says, has these assets : "He has learned

much—can give much—and is afraid of nothing." On the other

hand, he has certain liabilities: "He has learned more of de-

stroying than of building, he has matured without ripening, his

demand for immediate results may override his patience with
the slower processes of our government. ,, The three things

veterans want most, he declares, are "peace, jobs and freedom"
or as he expresses it elsewhere : "a decent job and enough room
to move around in and nobody giving us orders any more and
no more fighting."

Two other honest pleaders for understanding the returning

veterans and their problems have expressed their ideas in novels,

Susan Glaspell in Judd Rankin's Daughter and MacKinlay Kan-
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tor in Glory for Me. In these books the very problems which

Bolte poses in his more general discussion take on added interest

when seen through the eyes of individual fighting men return-

ing to an America they had helped to save.

1. What the Veteran Wants

The New Veteran, by Charles G. Bolte

What the Informed Citizen Needs to Know (pp. 203-213)

What does Bolte believe the returning veterans expect from their

country? From their families and friends? Discuss their desire for

"peace, jobs and freedom."

What are the assets of the veteran in building America's future?

What are his handicaps? Does Bolte believe the average veteran will be

a "problem"?

Sketch the birth and history of the American Legion. Does Bolte"

think veterans of World War II will be satisfied to join the American
Legion? Why?

Discuss the purposes of the American Veterans Committee, (page

94.) How do these veterans hope "to achieve a more democratic and
prosperous America and a more stable world"? What do they expect the

federal government to do for veterans? (page 133.)

Describe the Bridgeport, Connecticut, Veterans Center. Could

similar projects be set up in other cities? What is your community doing

to help its veterans readjust to the community?
What is the role of the veterans in the present labor-capital conflict?

2. Meet These Veterans

Judd Rankin's Daughter, by Susan Glaspell

Glory for Me, by MacKinlay Kantor

What is the problem Judd Rankin's daughter faces when her son

Judson comes home from the Southwest Pacific? Explain how Frances
and her husband, Len Mitchell, attempt to help Judson.

Why does Judd Rankin, Iowa farmer, editor and former isolationist,

manage to help his grandson? What could other Americans, looking to

the future, learn from old Judd Rankin and his Cousin Adah?
Describe the three leading characters in Glory for Me: First Lieu-

tenant Fred Derry, Sergeant Al Stephenson and Homer Wermels, Sea-
man Second Class. Compare their backgrounds, their war experiences,

their plans for the future.

Why do you think Kantor chose to write this book in the form of

verse? Does this heighten its effectiveness?

What were the most important problems the three men faced upon
their return to Boone City? Do you consider these problems typical for
other veterans?
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Describe the welcome home each man received. How did they spend

their first evening at home? What efforts were made by civilians to help

them? How did the three veterans react?

To what extremes did the difficulties of readjustment drive each man

—

Stephenson, Derry, Wermels? What does Kantor suggest as possible

solutions to the serious problems he raises?



CHAPTER IV

THE PEOPLE AND THEIR GOVERNMENT

The old conception of the "best government" being one that

"governs least" must have grown up in the times when the only

visible sign of government was the tax-collector who came around

to take the citizen's money without giving him anything in re-

turn. Today the citizen of a modern democracy has come to

expect a great deal from his government in return for the vote

he casts and the tax he pays. The depression showed the average

citizen that some sort of planned economy was important for

future prosperity—but he wants to be sure that it will be so

planned as to bring prosperity to him and not to some one

favored class.

Any discussion of the respective rights and duties of the

private citizen and his government must analyze both sides of

the question—what the government owes its citizens and what
those citizens owe their government. First of all, Parley Paul

Womer points out in his Citizenship and the New Day that in a

democracy "the whole people, and not merely a governing class,

constitute the state." Therefore, he says, since the government
is based upon the will of the people, its proper aim is the welfare

of all the people. And also, since the citizens are to make the

laws and govern themselves, there must be developed "an effec-

tual citizenship" capable of governing itself.

Stuart Chase in his Goals for America says that the duty of

all citizens is to render community service and that the right of

all citizens is to expect "adequate food, shelter, clothing, health

services, and education."

Harvard Economics Professor Alvin H. Hansen, writing a
chapter on "Planning, Liberty, and Security" in What the In-

formed Citizen Needs to Know, maintains that government plan-

ning and aid are essential in such areas as "education, public

health, social security, comprehensive planning of land use, urban
redevelopment, slum clearance, and river valley development."
A pertinent account of successful government planning in Eng-
land is Barbara Wootton's Freedom Under Planning, which has
been widely accepted as a persuasive reply to Road to Serfdom,
F. A. Hayek's diatribe against any sort of government planning.
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Stuart Chase's Democracy Under Pressure is a revealing report

on the various pressure groups in America and the great difficul-

ties of operating a government "for the people" when such pres-

sure groups as Big Business, Big Labor, and Big Farmers "act

largely on the principle of Me First and the public be damned."

Any two American citizens might well argue about what the

government owes its citizens, drawing very different lines as the

proper place for the government to step into the private lives

of its citizens—even for the obvious good of the majority. How-
ever, we all theoretically agree in two responsibilities we citizens

owe our government—enough taxes to support its activities and

active participation in the election of our government officials.

Here is the one vital point where our beliefs can be translated

into action. That is a democracy—and it is not only our right

to vote but also our duty.

1. What the Citizen Owes to His Government

Citizenship and the New Day, by Parley Paul Womer
Democracy Under Pressure, by Stuart Chase

Goals for America, by Stuart Chase (pp. 16-26)

What the Informed Citizen Needs to Know (pp. 180-191)

Describe Mr. Womer's program to conserve democracy (page 14).

Why must a democracy struggle to secure "effectual citizenship"? What
was Horace Mann's definition of the theory of American government?

(page 50) Note the difference between a citizenry and a crowd. How may
a crowd be converted to a citizenry? List our chief voting problems.

Discuss the "Manitowoc plan" for educating voters. Could this be tried

successfully in your own community? What does Womer think will be

the chief problems of the postwar period? (page 162) What does he

consider America's role in developing a world state? What should the

family and the school contribute toward education for citizenship? What
could citizens' groups accomplish?

What does Stuart Chase believe is the danger America faces from
special interest pressure groups? Outline his report on the activities

of Big Business, Big Labor, and Big Farmers. How does he think the

citizens could help their government withstand these pressures? Give
the gist of his ideas presented at the "mountain conference." What do

you think of his "Agenda for 1950"?

In his Goals for America, how does Mr. Chase describe the duties of

a citizen toward his government? What does he suggest about "one
year's service" to the community?

What is the duty of a citizen in regard to taxes? Read Randolph
Paul's chapter on taxes in What the Informed Citizen Needs to Know,
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Give a resume of his discussion of "taxes for revenue
5" or "taxes for so-

cial and economic reasons." What does he suggest for postwar taxes?

Concerning the national debt?

How do political parties fit into the citizen-government relationship?

Do you think either of the two present political parties will become a

definitely liberal party, or is a third party likely to be formed?

2. What the Government Owes Its Citizens

What the Informed Citizen Needs to Know (pp. 105-118)

Freedom Under Planning, by Barbara Wootton

Democracy Under Pressure, by Stuart Chase (pp. 105-118)

List Professor Hansen's "duties of the government" and compare

them with the "obligations" mentioned by Stuart Chase. Why does he

declare that government is necessary? What effect does he say govern-

ment fiscal operations have upon any country's markets? How does he

think full employment must be secured? Why does he recommend a

large "shelf" of public construction projects? What does he think gov-

ernment should do about monopolies?

How does Mrs. Wootton believe that freedom may be secured for the

individual under a planned economy? Note the chief points she makes
under the headings of the consumer's freedom to spend and freedom to

save. What does she describe as the freedoms enjoyed by the producers?

How does she answer the question: "Who is to plan the planners?" What
should the average citizen do to participate in his own government? Do
you think the points she makes for planned economy in England are

equally valid in the United States?

Explain Stuart Chase's use of the term "Big Government." How
can the President effectively represent "the whole people"? What does

he consider the proper functions of the government in the postwar period?

Analyze the 1941 expenditures of federal, state, and local governments
and decide what trends in government they indicate. What should be

the chief items of the government's "1950 Agenda"?
Discuss Chase's statement: "The role of government in a democracy

is to act as agent for all the citizens, superior to any special interest,

and to undertake essential things which citizens cannot undertake as

individuals."
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GOVERNMENT AND THE TVA

"The people of this country inherited the rivers," wrote Sena-

tor Lister Hill of Alabama. "Now we come to the time when we
unlock the wealth hidden in the waters, and all the people realize

the destiny implicit in their great legacy." Senator Hill was

speaking in praise of that controversial government project, the

Tennessee Valley Authority, and pointed out that the success of

the TVA "can help everyone decide whether river taming,

whether on the Danube, the Yangtze or the Missouri, will mean
more business, more jobs, better health for the entire nation

and the world."

One of the significant questions facing the people and the

government of the United States in the years to come is whether

or not to continue such ambitious government projects as the

TVA, extending it to the Missouri, the Ohio, the Colorado and

other great river valleys.

Senator Hill's ardent advocacy of more TVA experiments

comes in his chapter, "Rivers and Prosperity," which he has

written for the book, What the Informed Citizen Needs to Know.
Two other recent books, David E. LilienthaPs TVA—Democ-

racy on the March and Frederick L. Collins' Uncle Sam's Billion

Dollar Baby, also give a picture of what has been done by the

government in developing the TVA and what may be undertaken

by the government in similar projects in the future.

Mr. Lilienthal, who is Chairman of the TVA, "points with

pride." He says : "This is the story of a great change. It is a
story of how waters once wasted and destructive have been con-

trolled and now work, night and day, creating electric energy to

lighten the burden of human drudgery.—It is a story of the

people and how they have worked to create a new valley."

Mr. Collins views with alarm. He speaks for the private

power companies, which strongly object to government produc-

tion of electric power. The real object of this "so-called social

experiment," Collins maintains, is "the complete socialization of

business, beginning with electricity and then going on to coal

and shoes and clothes and bread and everything else, until we
have a totalitarian national socialist state like the one we've been

putting down in Germany."
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1. Rivers and Prosperity

What the Informed Citizen Needs to Know (pp. 140-151)

Identify Lister Hill and show his interest in the question of govern-

ment power projects.

List the points made by Senator Hill in support of the TVA. What
was its role in war? In peace? What figures does he cite in showing

the effect of the TVA in improving the living conditions of people in the

Valley?

Discuss the utilization of the TVA in flood control. In creating

cheaper electric power.

How does Senator Hill say the TVA operates? Does he think that

private business has also benefitted from the TVA"?
Does he believe that the principles of TVA may be equally well ap-

plied to other government projects to control floods and produce elec-

tric power?

2. The TVA Chairman Speaks

TVA—Democracy on the March, by David E. Lilienthal

After reading Mr. Lilienthal's Preface, what would you say he con-

siders the most important things about the TVA? Discuss his state-

ment: "I believe that through the practice of democracy the world of

technology holds out the greatest opportunity in all history for the de-

velopment of the individual, according to his own talents, aspirations,

and willingness to carry the responsibilities of a free man."

What have been the great achievements of the TVA? Note his dis-

cussion of both the flood control results and the electric power results.

Describe the immensity of the job of building the series of great dams,

noting the amount of land cleared, cubic yards of material moved, and

concrete poured.

What changes did the availability of cheap electric power make in

the lives of the people of the Valley? How greatly was the use of power

increased? What changes were made in the land?

Discuss Lilienthal's use of the term "unified approach" (page 58).

How did he think the resources of the region, including human resources,

should be used? What does he consider "the common purpose"?

How did he encourage the people of the Valley to participate in the

program of the TVA? Point out the use of demonstration farms in the

community. What was the attitude of organized labor? Of the busi-

nessmen of the area?

Did the TVA cooperate with the states and counties? What does

Lilienthal say about decentralization?

What lessons does he believe the TVA experiment holds for recon-

struction of a war-battered world? What is his prediction for the

future?
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3. The Private Power Companies Speak

Uncle Sam's Million Dollar Baby, by Frederick L. Collins

This book is sub-titled "A Taxpayer Looks at the TVA." Do you
think it actually represents the point of view of the "taxpayer" Or the

point of view of the private power companies?

Point out the criticisms made against the TVA because of "social

experiments," bookkeeping system, freedom from taxes, "robbing of pri-

vate power company stock holders," the "yardstick" set up for electric

power rates, and what the author calls "the billion-dollar compromise

between safety and socialism."

What kind of character does Mr. Collins create to represent the prin-

ciples of the TVA? To represent the convictions of the private power
companies? Do you think the arguments between the crack-pot profes-

sor, Bowers, and the returning war hero, Stephen Crane, are based upon
the real issues at stake or is this merely clever propaganda to put over

the point of view of the power companies?
How would you evaluate the Lilienthal and Collins books? After

reading them both, what is your own opinion of the TVA and its future

possibilities?



CHAPTER VI

THE PEOPLE'S HEALTH AND HOUSING

"Health is everybody's business," says Dr. Thomas Parran,

Surgeon General of the United States Public Health Service, in

the title of his chapter in What the Informed Citizen Needs to

Know. And "Good Houses for Everybody" is the chapter title

selected by Charles Abrams, counsel to the New York City Hous-

ing Authority, for his contribution on the needs in public housing.

These two chapter titles are indicative of the trend in con-

temporary American thinking and planning concerning health

and housing. The emphasis is definitely on formulating pro-

grams which will benefit "everybody." The health of its people

is an asset to any nation, and securing this health is rapidly

becoming recognized as a national responsibility. Housing, too,

must be made available for the free citizens of a free nation if

they are to be the kind of citizens who can help operate their

own democracy.

Dr. Parran suggests that we should "tool up" our national

resources to secure better public health just as we tooled up our

industrial resources for the war. "This means building the

physical plant for health," he declares, "staffing the plant with

well trained personnel, and learning better ways to do the job

through expanded scientific research." In the chapter on
"Health" in Stuart Chase's Goals for America he analyzes the

health needs of the "lowest third" of the country's population

and discusses the merits of group medicine. As the title implies,

Public Medical Care by Franz Goldmann gives a survey of the field

of public health, pointing out what has been done and what could

be done.

Housing is closely allied to health, for without adequate hous-

ing all the problems of health are aggravated. Stuart Chase pic-

tures the need for better housing facilities throughout the coun-
try and estimates that in the ten years after the war there should

be between a million and two million dwelling units constructed

each year. Charles Abrams calls the housing problem "a primary
postwar issue" ; and the thousands of war veterans who return

home to find they have no home to live in would certainly agree
that an immediate housing program is essential. Both Chase and
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Abrams also point out that construction of new housing units

will go far toward bringing about full employment as well as

providing homes for those who need them.

1. Improving the Nation's Health

What the Informed Citizen Needs to Know (pp. 152-165)

Goals for America, by Stuart Chase (pp. 72-79)

Public Medical Care, by Franz Goldmann

What figures does Dr. Parran cite to show that public health has im-

proved in the U. S.? Discuss his six points for improving the health of

the public (page 154). Describe his suggested hospital setup for a state.

Do you think this would improve the general health situation in your

own state? What are the methods he recommends "to spread the costs

of medical care so that all people in all parts of the country may obtain

complete services"? What is the "Blue Cross Plan"? List some of the

important work in the field of medicine requiring considerable scien-

tific research. What is the chief problem in the training of personnel?

What figures does Stuart Chase quote to indicate the needs in the

field of health? Note particularly what he terms "a stunning statistical

parallel between poverty and sickness." What does he say the war has

done to medical services? What does he think of group medicine? Dis-

cuss this statement: "The government, however, should make sure that

in some form or other every citizen has access to the service (group

medicine) ."

Do you agree with Dr. Goldmann that "adequate medical care is a-

fundamental human right"? How does he think this "fundamental
right" can be secured for the people of the U. S.? Describe his "pattern

of progress" for medical care. Sketch the growth of public hospitals

and public medical centers. What change has come about in interpreting

the phrase "persons in need"? Discuss the overall planning necessary

for successful operation of a system of medical care. What are the com-

ponents of an adequate system? What satisfactory plan can be adopted

for securing the services of competent physicians? Compare the ad-

vantages of the various methods of payment for medical facilities and

services. Discuss this statement: "The philosophy underlying modern

health policy rests on two cornerstones: society's need of the fit and

productive individual and the individual's right to health."

2. Improving the Nation's Housing

What the Informed Citizen Needs to Know (pp. 166-179)

Goals for America (pp. 51-64)

Study the 1940 census on housing in the United States, which Stuart

Chase includes in his chapter on "Shelter." What do the figures indi-

cate will be needed for postwar housing? Discuss the proposed "ten-
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year budget for housing." Why does Chase call the building industry

"our most backward industry"? What new structural principles may be

employed in postwar housing? Why have more prefabricated houses not

been made available to the public?

Describe the building industry as seen by Charles Abrams in his

chapter "Good Houses for Everybody." What does he consider the most
serious maladjustments in the field of housing? List his categories of

slums. Why should they be cleared out? How can they be cleared out?

What is the proper role of government in providing better housing for

more people? Discuss Mr. Abrams' objections to the housing project

called "Stuyvesant Town" in one of the New York slum areas. Note
and discuss his "minimum requirements" for an immediate postwar gov-

ernment housing program, (page 176)



CHAPTER VII

INDUSTRY, LABOR, AGRICULTURE

The American public is all too likely to say "A plague on both

your houses" when it constantly reads of strikes and shutouts

during the postwar era and when housewives cannot buy sheets

and veterans cannot buy shirts. That age-old quarrel between

capital and labor was toned down by government and public

opinion when war needs had to be met. Now, however, the gloves

are off and the fight is on. Are the interests of labor and capital

irreconcilable or can they be mediated by honest effort and logical

reasoning? What is the proper role of the government when
labor and capital disagree? What can the average citizen-con-

sumer do in the labor field and what should he know about the

present situation and the future possibilities? What adjustments

must be made in the relation of agriculture and industry ?

A particularly interesting and timely survey of the entire field

of labor-capital-government problems is Labor Today and To-

morrow by Aaron Levenstein of the editorial staff of the Re-

search of America, a member of the Panel of Arbitrators of the

American Arbitration Association. After discussing the status

of the unions during the war, the work of the War Labor Board,

and the principles of both Sewell Avery and John L. Lewis, he

comes to the following conclusion: "The task ahead is to re-

examine the circle of human affairs and redefine the privileges

of and duties of the individual, of government, of management
and of labor. As once the American people decided to surrender

some sovereign rights to a central authority and to retain others,

it must now delegate certain economic powers and by an economic

bill of rights withhold others. Continued failure to face these

problems can lead only to unconscious drift in which the state, to

£nd the unendurable conflict, becomes the master of all."

In What the Informed Citizen Needs to Know Philip Murray
writes a chapter entitled "Labor's New Responsibilities," which
gives a clear statement of what he considers the aims of labor and
the future needs of labor in the United States, including improved

housing, city planning, transportation, medical care, federal aid

to education, increased social security and world peace.

Secretary of Commerce Henry A. Wallace in Sixty Million
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Jobs shows why full employment and a two hundred billion dollar

annual income by 1950 are essential for the preservation of the

American system of free enterprise. "I believe," says Wallace,

"that we can attain this goal without a Planned Economy, with-

out disastrous inflation, and without an unbalanced budget that

will endanger our national credit.—But our full employment,

just as our peace, needs the proper climate in which to thrive.

We can have neither continuous full employment nor continuous

peace unless we rid ourselves of the twin evils of disunity and

defeatism."

1. Jobs for All

Sixty Million Jobs, by Henry A. Wallace

Explain how Secretary Wallace sets the goal of American "full em-
ployment" at 60 million jobs. How would these jobs be distributed

through industry, agriculture, domestic service, the government and
other fields? (Study the charts on pages 40-41.) What does Wallace

say "full employment" means to the businessman? To the worker? To
the farmer? To the veteran?

What is the role of free enterprise in the American way of life? What
should be the relationship of the government to free enterprise?

Discuss the meaning of Wallace's phrase, "the backlog of abundance,"

pointing out what he believes should be done in the field of housing,

health, river valley development, land conservation, forest development

and rural electrification.

Under the heading of "New Horizons in Industry," what does Wal-
lace say of the region of the South? About new frontiers in Latin-

America, in China, and in other foreign regions?

How does he suggest balancing "the national budget for full employ-

ment"? What role should be played by taxes in this necessary balancing

of the budget?

What does Wallace mean by the "fuller life" for all? Read and dis-

cuss the 10 points of his "civic index" (page 83). What importance does

he attach to politics in a democracy? What practical application can be

made of his statement: "It is the people's job to encourage the good

politicians and eliminate the bad"?

2. Labor Speaks

What the Informed Citizen Needs to Know (pp. 246-259)

Read aloud and discuss Philip Murray's aims of labor. Do you agree

with his statement that "the fundamental aims of the American labor

movement are identical with those of every community striving for full

democratic expression"?
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Give a brief resume of the history of the labor movement in the

United States.

What are the primary principles of Murray's CIO Re-employment

Plan "to avoid unemployment and depression" during the postwar pe-

riod? What does he say about the guaranteed annual wage?

Discuss the statement: "To the American people, government is a

servant and must undertake whatever tasks and responsibilities the

needs of the times require."

What does Murray say about the problem of the returning veterans

in connection with labor?

3. Capital, Labor, Government and Agriculture

Labor Today and Tomorrow, by Aaron Levenstein

What the Informed Citizen Needs to Know (pp. 192-202)

Describe the background of Mr. Levenstein and his various positions

in the labor field. Does his experience give him a particularly good in-

sight into the problems of capital and labor?

Enlarge upon Levenstein's statement about labor: "War brought us

an uneasy domestic truce; peace now brings us unbridled industrial

war." What does he consider the effects of the war period upon the labor

movement?
Why does he select the Montgomery-Ward case as the basis for his

discussion of the conflicting viewpoints of capital and labor? Discuss

this statement: "Public opinion has labeled John L. Lewis and Sewell

Avery the two bad boys of the war. Yet a worker seeking to improve
his conditions could ask for no bolder leader than Lewis; a stockholder

interested in dividends would not care to look beyond Avery."

Discuss controversies between business and labor which Levenstein

lists: "maintenance of membership, wage levels, union participation in

management, workers' resistance to technological changes." Note that

the author describes these problems, plus "internal dissensions in the

house of labor," as "the time-bombs which will explode tomorrow." Upon
the solution of such controversies will depend the outcome of America's

effort to achieve both freedom and security.

What does Levenstein consider the achievements of the War Labor
Board? How was the line on wages held during the war? How small

a percentage of total working hours during the war was lost on account

of strikes?

Discuss the pros and cons of maintenance of membership; labor-

management committees; "featherbedding" and wastage of manpower;
labor's assuming some of the rights of management; "jobs for all";

seniority rights for veterans; government power over both manage-

ment and labor; government intervention in strikes or shutouts.

What are the chief causes of dissension between the CIO and the

AF of L? Does the author foresee future unity in the family of labor?

In the strife between capital and labor, how are the interests of
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the consuming public represented? What can the average citizen do

to become more familiar with the problems of labor and capital? What
can he do to help prevent strife and to insure both full employment
and full production?

Where does agriculture fit into the present picture of labor and capi-

tal? In his chapter on "The Family-Size Farm," what does James G.

Patton, president of the National Farmers' Union, suggest for the future

welfare of the American farmer? What is his attitude toward labor?

Toward the government? What does he want the government to do for

the farmer?



CHAPTER VIII

EDUCATION FOR THE FUTURE

Has education failed in its efforts to create a world where
peace is possible and war can be prevented? Whatever survey

may be made of American education in these postwar years and
whatever methods or programs may be suggested, certain ques-

tions will inevitably be asked. How can education equip the new
generation of Americans to play the role for which they are

destined in the new Atomic Era? What is the responsibility of

education in fitting men and women to become good citizens?

Who is entitled to an education in America and what sort of

education should be made available? What can students expect

of their teachers? And, in turn, what can teachers expect from
the civilization they help to form ?

An added problem at this particular stage in American edu-

cation is provided by the thousands of returning veterans who
are flocking into colleges and universities under the GI Bill of

Rights, seeking more education, hoping to find answers to their

own individual questions, and at the same time giving the col-

leges an unparalleled opportunity for the world's greatest ex-

periment in democratic education.

Benjamin Fine, Education Editor for The New York Times,

has written a very interesting new book called Democratic Edu-
cation, which comes as the result of surveys he made concerning

what veterans expect from colleges, what high school students

and their parents expect, and what the various types of Ameri-

can colleges are now offering. He points out that there are at

present two philosophies of education in the United States, what
he terms "democratic education" and "aristocratic education."

"Postwar education," he declares, "will be expected to help a

man become a better citizen, a better member of the community

in which he lives, a more intelligent voter. Higher education can-

not shirk its responsibilities in helping to develop a more critical

and better-informed citizenry."

One of the most readable recent books in the field of education

is Teacher in America, by Jacques Barzun, a brilliant young

Frenchman now teaching at Columbia University. In a collection

of witty and cogent essays he discusses such pertinent problems
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as the place of science and languages in the college curriculum,

the role of music and the arts, techniques of teaching reading

and writing, the meaning of a "liberal education," education for

women, college scholarships, salaries for teachers, and what he

terms "the Ph.D. Octopus." Many questions which have long

been problems in American education are given new treatment

and new light when played over by Professor Barzun's discern-

ing mind.

Another intelligently provocative writer on the subject of

American education is Philosophy Professor Morris R. Cohen,

whose book, The Faith of a Liberal, contains many worthwhile

suggestions for American educators.

1. Whither Education?

Democratic Education, by Benjamin Fine

The Faith of a Liberal, by Morris R. Cohen

Explain the "democratic" and "aristocratic" theories of education in

the United States. Cite institutions and educators supporting each point

of view. Relate Mr. Fine's anecdote of the professor and the ferryman,

(page 3) What is the attitude of Robert M. Hutchins and John Dewey
toward "vocationalism" in the classroom?

Discuss the growth of "democratic education" in the United States

from the time of Thomas Jefferson. What was the role of the land grant
colleges? The contribution of Horace Mann?

Note the tremendous increase in high school and college graduates
from 1870 to 1940. (See table, page 52.) Compare this with the lack

of educated voters, (page 69)

List the six points of the St. John's-Chicago philosophy of "aristo-

cratic education." Compare these points with the goals and methods
of the "democratic education" proponents.

Discuss the reasons for a college education, with examples or quota-
tions from such institutions as Princeton, Stanford, Wells, Fordham and
Sarah Lawrence.

What do veterans say they expect from college? What are colleges
planning to do for the returning veterans? Cite specific examples. What
effect do you think the large number of veterans enrolling in colleges will
have on the future of American education? What were the illiteracy
records in the armed forces?

Note Mr. Fine's findings in his survey of high school students and
their parents.

What have colleges learned from the Army and Navy educational
experiments? What postwar changes and improvements may be ex-
pected in higher education?
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Read Mr. Fine's definition of "an educated man" (page 209). Do
you agree with his general thesis of "Education for All"?

Discuss the chief points of Professor Morris R. Cohen's essay on

American Education. What does he describe as "the need for a modern

University"? Give the gist of his ideas in the essay on "The Future of

American Liberalism."

2. An American Teacher

Teacher in America, by Jacques Barzun

What background does Mr. Barzun possess which qualifies him for

this study of the American teacher? Do you think his own early educa-

tion in France gives him a more objective point of view?

How does he propose to "turn pupils into students" and what does he

consider the aims of a good teacher?

Point out the principal idea in his chapter cn "How to Read and Be
Right." What is his opinion of teaching the sciences? Note his remarks
on teaching the arts (page 126). How does he think languages should

be taught? What does he consider the role of the classics in an education?

Discuss the plan at Columbia for "An Introduction to Contemporary
Civilization in the West," which he calls a "mirror of the world."

What is his opinion of the American educator's attitude toward the

Ph. D. degree? What does he say of education for women? Of American
quiz programs? College scholarships? Teachers' salaries?



CHAPTER IX

LIVING CREATIVELY

Not all the problems America faces are those of earning a

living, of securing sufficient food and adequate shelter* of pro-

viding a democracy which seeks to consider the welfare of all

the people all the time, and of building a world for peace instead

of war, The individual man must also be considered ; and if he

is to live creatively he must have opportunity for full develop-

ment of his mind and his spirit. He must have time and en-

couragement for self-discovery and for the creative play of

thought and imagination.

There is, in this exciting postwar period, a deep and growing

religious concern with the creation of "the full man" and with

the responsibility of the contemporary church to inspire and

lead man's spiritual quest for a better world. The sobering fact

of human control of the power of the atom, the rumblings of

discord in a world which has just fought a war for peace, and

the social and economic uncertainties of the future, pose mighty

problems which organized religions must face if they are to

guide the thinking, the feeling, and the actions of their members
in the postwar world.

The role of religion is closely examined in Religion and the

World Order, a series of addresses and discussions edited by F.

Ernest Johnson of Teachers College, Columbia University, and

published by The Institute for Religious Studies. Of particular

interest are the three chapters entitled "A Survey of Proposals

for Postwar Reconstruction," written by a Protestant, a Catholic,

and a Jew. In his discussion of the relationship between religion

and democracy, former Governor Lehman of New York says:

"The history of the past two decades has shown that the religious

traditions are not merely the channels through which democratic

ideas have come to us, but in the last analysis, the means by
which these ideas must be preserved and expanded."

The creative use of man's leisure time must also be encouraged,

maintains G. Ott Romney in his new book, Off-the-Job Living.

"In every human breast exists a creative spark," he says, "which,

however tiny, can be fanned into a flame." This urge to create

may find expression in the building of great bridges or public
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monuments, the writing of poems or novels, the composing or

playing of symphonies. Or it may even be gratified by the creation

of an idea, the making of a model airplane, the digging of a

garden, or the knitting of a garment. In our modern mechanized

working world," points out Romney, "it is in man's time-off-the-

job, his free choosing time, his earned leisure, that he must find

compensations for the deprivations of his work."

1. The Role of Religion

Religion and the World Order, edited by F. Ernest Johnson

Discuss the postwar religious freedoms of the individual, of the

church and of citizens as noted by Dr. Luther Weigle, Dean of the Yale

University Divinity School.

How does Bishop Francis J. McConnell believe that religion and de-

mocracy are connected?

Compare the proposals for postwar reconstruction made by Dr. Henry
P. Van Dusen (Protestant), John LaFarge (Catholic) and Rabbi Ben
Zion Bokser (Jewish). What ideas do the three chapters hold in com-

mon? How do these three men visualize the role of religion in the post-

war world? Quote the remarks made by former Governor Lehman on

the relationship of religion and democracy, (page 73)

Note the primary points made by Professor Robert M. Maclver in

his chapter on "The Political Basis of Reconstruction." Why does he

think the present idea of state sovereignty must be sacrificed for a suc-

cessful world organization?

In his chapter on "The Economic Basis of Reconstruction" Editor

Raymond Leslie Buell says that reconstruction faces two dangers. What
are they? What revision of policies does he suggest concerning our tax

system, the labor situation, and the tariffs?

Discuss the place of the arts in the postwar world, according to

Lawrence Frank's chapter on "The Cultural Basis of Reconstruction."

Elaborate on the theme of Editor Johnson's summary: "Identification

of religion with the common life of men is the great desideratum of our

time." He quotes Dr. George S. Counts as saying that the Judaic-Chris-

tion tradition gives us belief in the worth of persons, the concept of

universal brotherhood, and the quality of mercy. How can this religious

tradition best be used to "find a solvent for the racial and class conflicts

that hang over our democratic experiment like the sword of Damocles"?

2. Recreation and Relaxation

Off-the-Job Living, by G. Ott Romney

What fundamental "human hungers" does Romney think well-planned

recreation satisfies? Discuss his definition of recreation as a way of

life. List some of the hobbies he mentions, including those of Presidents
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Roosevelt and Hoover, Winston Churchill, Joan Fontaine and Jimmy
Cagney.

Discuss the statement: "Recreation is essentially democratic." (page

52) What is the community's responsibility in providing recreation for

its members?
List the ten essentials of a public recreation system, (page 61) How

can these goals be achieved in a community? Discuss the responsibilities

of churches, park departments, local, state and federal governments, in

working out programs of recreation.

How can recreation educate the tastes of a community?
What role did recreation play in the conduct of World War II? De-

scribe the types of programs initiated in training camps, in various

communities, USO clubs, hospitals.

Survey recent trends in recreation in the fields of industry, public

housing projects, institutes for the handicapped.

What does Romney say are the "ingredients" of a successful recrea-
tional program? What has been done or could be done in your own
community to provide facilities for more creative leisure-time living?



CHAPTER X

MINORITY PROBLEMS— RELIGIOUS

Although democracy is sometimes defined as "rule of the ma-
jority," there can be no true democracy which does not take into

consideration the welfare of its minorities. Even before the war,

one of America's chief problems was securing fair treatment for

its minorities, both religious and racial. Majorities can legislate

for their own advantage. Minorities are compelled to depend

upon others for just laws, fair employment practices and even

for safety of person and property. The war has accentuated the

problem so that in this postwar period the question of what the

individual American citizen can do to solve the problem of

minorities is uppermost in our minds.

Two new books dealing thoughtfully with this problem of

minorities are Wallace Stegner's One Nation and Louis Adamic's

A Nation of Nations. Carey McWilliams has also written a chap-

ter on "The Problem of Minorities" for the Bliven-Mezerik book,

What the Informed Citizen Needs to Know. Here the history and

background of this many-faceted problem are set forth ; and cer-

tain possible solutions are suggested. The first step in solving

the problem is to recognize that it is a problem. The second step

is to want to solve it. Other steps follow as men of good will

earnestly seek to build a better America in which all Americans

may live.

Wallace Stegner presents a theory of "the spiral of social

change," which first explains the prejudice against minorities

and then points out possibilities of eliminating that prejudice.

"An initial fear, suspicion, or economic advantage," he writes,

"leads one group or race to press down upon another, deny it op-

portunities, and segregate it. When segregation lasts over any
length of time and extends through many areas of experience

like education, jobs, housing, and so on, it tends to create in the

'inferior' race not only an attitude of inferiority but also a mass
of observable characteristics—poverty, disease, ignorance, per-

haps compensatory 'pushiness' or 'uppityness'—which then re-

inforce the first prejudice. Seeing that the submerged group is

often ignorant or shiftless, the group on top tightens the restric-

tions, forcing worse and worse conditions on the people whom
it despises and fears."
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Stegner notes, however, that reform and improvement can

start anywhere in the cycle, with education, housing, jobs, polit-

ical freedom, social freedom, and react on other parts of the

cycle.

Stegner, Adamic and McWilliams amass an array of facts on

unwarranted prejudices working in America against the

25,000,000 Catholics, 13,000,000 Negroes, 4,500,000 Jews, 3,500,-

000 Mexicans, 377,000 American Indians, and 127,000 Japanese.

In fact, they point out, we have a total of roughly forty million

people, almost a third of the nation, who "for various reasons and

in varying degrees are walled off from the main currents of

American life as an infection is walled from the blood stream by
the white corpuscles."

One of the particular religious problems, that of the Jew, has

been most effectively dramatized in a novel, Focus, by Arthur

Miller, who has taken the facts and figures cited by other soci-

ologists and clothed them in flesh and blood and terror and pity.

The problem of the Jew comes fearfully alive in the person of

Lawrence Newman.

1. Catholics in America

One Nation, by Wallace Stegner

What the Informed Citizen Needs to Know (pp. 214-231)

As the running theme for Chapters X and XI discuss the following

statement by Mr. Stegner: "There is a wall down the middle of America,
a wall of suspicion, distrust, snobbery, hatred, and guilt. On one side

is the majority of our people—white, Protestant, and Gentile—with
social, economic and religious patterns of behavior derived from Anglo-
Saxon and North-European ancestors. On the other side are people who
because of color, religion, or cultural background are not allowed to be
full citizens of the United States."

Trace the anti-Catholic sentiment in the United States as described

by Stegner (page 273-275) . Analyze the role of the Ku Klux Klan. What
was the effect of the Al Smith campaign for the presidency? What are
the underlying causes of prejudice against the Catholics? How does
Stegner differentiate between "disagreement" and "prejudice"?

Stegner points out that America was discovered by the Catholics.

Explain his statement that both Catholicism and Protestantism are "for-

eign imports."

From a study of the pictures in One Nation what would you say that
the Catholic Church means to the rank and file of its members?

Discuss the examples given of anti-Catholic propaganda in America.
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2. Jews in America

References same as above

Focus, by Arthur Miller

All God's Children, by Armond E. Cohen

Discuss the Stegner statement that Jews cannot be judged as a race

but must be considered as individuals. He says: "The people called Jews
are so mixed that generalizing about them is impossible. About all they

have in common is an intellectual and religious tradition based on the

Bible (which they share with Christians) and a common experience of

persecution. To that persecution almost all the qualities charged against

the Jew can be traced, if they can be found to exist at all."

Trace the origin and course of the persecution of the Jews through

history. Why does Stegner entitle his chapter about the Jews "Eternal

Scapegoat"?

Why do Jews tend to congregate in large cities and in certain trades

and professions? Point out that of the 4,500,000 Jews in the United

States, over half of them are in New York City and comprise about one-

third of that city's population.

List the most widespread charges made against the Jews (One Na-
tion, page 304) and the factual refutations made by Stegner. Discuss

these "charges" as examples of unwarranted propaganda.

How does Stegner believe the problem of anti-Jewish prejudice may
be solved? What does McWilliams suggest?

Through the text and pictures which Stegner devotes to the Kaplans,

"typical Jewish family," describe their experiences, history, difficulties in

America.

How does Arthur Miller present the problem of the Jew in Focust
Relate the prejudices and difficulties encountered by Mr. Newman, touch-

ing on such details as employment, housing, social affairs, and actual
persecution. Characterize Mrs. Newman, his neighbor Fred, Mr.
Finkelstein.

What is the only solution Mr. Newman can find to his intolerable

situation? Does Mr. Miller's novel clarify and enliven the facts brought
out by Stegner and McWilliams?

What points does Rabbi Cohen make concerning discrimination against
Jews in the United States? What solutions does he offer for better
understanding?

Is there a Jewish or Catholic problem in your own community? What
can you do as an individual or as a member of a group to solve this prob-
lem? Do you agree with Stegner that "the reason for any minority
problem is more likely to be found in the aggressors than in the
victims"?



CHAPTER XI

MINORITY PROBLEMS— RACIAL

To a Southerner the phrase "racial problem" means the Negro

problem, but to Wallace Stegner and to millions of Americans

who live in other parts of the country it also means Japanese,

Filipinos, American Indians, Chinese, and Mexicans, all of whom
are minority races having their own particular problems in liv-

ing peaceably and prosperously with their white fellow Ameri-

cans.

For years the Chinese have been segregated in San Francisco

and New York Chinatowns. Itinerant Mexican workers inhabit

squalid shacktowns of western cities. American Indians have all

too frequently been robbed of their lands as well as their rights.

The United States government moved 117,000 Japanese-Ameri-

cans out of their homes not because they were proved disloyal

but because they were of Japanese birth or parentage.

And when a colored girl living under the Jim Crowism of the

South was asked to name a suitable punishment for Hitler, she

replied: "Paint him black and bring him to America." All of

these things happened in America, "one nation, indivisible, with
liberty and justice for all."

In his A Nation of Nations Louis Adamic traces the diverse

threads that make up the pattern of modern America. He finds

that many different races have contributed their blood, their

cultures and their customs. "The pattern of the United States,"

he says, "is not essentially Anglo-Saxon although her language
is English. Nor is the pattern Anglo-Saxon with a motley addi-

tion of darns and patches. The pattern of America is all of a
piece ; it is a blend of cultures from many lands, woven of threads
from many corners of the world.

"To my mind, the combination of the democratic-government
idea and the diversity of peoples has created a situation in hu-
man society that, in spite of depletion by war, in spite of many
lapses and lags in our perceptions, is bounding and seething with
strength and vitality. It is a new situation; the civilization

evolving from it is a young civilization, not yet formed, still in

process, still being generated and shaped by the interflow among
its multiple streams."
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Calling the roll of distinguished Americans from various Eu-

ropean nations, Adamic mentions Columbus and Mayor La-

Guardia from Italy, Ponce de Leon and Jose Iturbi from Spain,

La Salle and Lily Pons and Charles Boyer from France, the

Roosevelts from Holland, Henry Kaiser and Wendell Willkie

from Germany. Both he and Stegner list numerous distinguished

Negro citizens such as Paul Robeson, Marian Anderson, Richard

Wright, Booker T. Washington, George Washington Carver,

Duke Ellington, Katherine Dunham, A. Philip Randolph and

Walter White.

After stating the racial situation as he sees it, Mr. Stegner

is generally hopeful for improvement and believes that it is "not

a job for Congress or the President or the Supreme Court. It is a

job for the average Americans in every community, the Smiths

and Johnsons and Browns in whose image democracy was created.

—These are the objects on which the average American can

work : on himself, on his schools, on the housing situation in his

community, on legislation designed to prevent discrimination in

employment and social opportunity. He is working on them. In

almost every city in America average and everyday people are

becoming aware that they need to do something about bridging

the gap between racial and religious groups, because it becomes
increasingly clear that racial and religious tensions are the

gravest threat to the future that we face."

1. Americans from Europe

A Nation of Nations, by Louis Adamic

Can you justify either of Adamic's two ways of looking at American
history: one that "the United States is an Anglo-Saxon country with a
White-Anglo-Saxon civilization struggling to preserve itself against in-

filtration and adulteration by other civilizations brought here by Negroes
and hordes of foreigners" and the other that "the pattern of the United
States is not essentially Anglo-Saxon but a blend of cultures from many
lands"?

Select several nationalities discussed at length by Adamic (such as
Italians, Irish, Polish or German), analyze the contributions they have
made to American culture, and enumerate some of the outstanding indi-
viduals.

Read the satire called "OV Man Author" on page 362 and discuss the
satiric portrayal of the Irishman, Negro, Italian and Jew. Do you
think such treatment in literature has any effect on racial prejudices?
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2. Americans prom the Pacipic and American Indians

References same as above

What is the status of the Filipinos in America? Has the attitude

toward them changed since the war?
Discuss the ethical and political background of the "racial segrega-

tion" involved in moving the Japanese-Americans from their homes on

the West Coast. Describe the work of the War Relocation Authority.

What is the future of these Japanese-Americans?

What is the origin of the term "Yellow Peril"? What do you think of

the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882? Has our policy toward Chinese im-

proved since that time? Describe life in any of the various Chinatowns.

Trace the changing attitude of Americans toward the Indians. Dis-

cuss the present governmental policy in regard to land, self-government,

arts and crafts. Name some of the things Americans have learned from

the Indians.

3. Negro Americans

One Nation, by Wallace Stegner

What the Informed Citizen Needs to Know (pp. 214-231)

A Nation of Nations, by Louis Adamic
A Negro's Faith in America, by Spencer Logan

Describe the history of the Negroes in America. Why does Stegner

say the "caste system" and "Jim Crowism" exist in America?

Compare the educational opportunities, the housing conditions, and
the business prospects of the Negro with other races in the United

States. What are the chief causes of friction between the Negroes and
the whites? What efforts are being made by organizations or individuals

to prevent such friction?

What situation do Negroes face in northern states in regard to hous-

ing, health, juvenile delinquency? Compare living conditions in such

settlements as the Ida B. Wells Homes in Chicago and the average Negro
residential areas.

What does the novelist Lillian Smith mean when she says : "The real

Negro problem is the white man"? What does Stegner say about North
Carolina and the Negro problem?

How would you refute the propaganda that "Negroes are an inferior

race"? Discuss the achievements of such Negroes as Marian Anderson,

Paul Robeson, George Washington Carver, Dr. Charles R. Drew and
Richard Wright. What do you think the Negroes would be able to

achieve if they had equal opportunities of education, living conditions and
employment?

What is the principal theme of Sergeant Logan's prize-winning book,

A Negro's Faith in America? What instances of racial discrimination

does he cite? List the "hopeful portents" he sees in the racial picture.

What is the attitude of Negro veterans?

What concrete suggestions for improving the status of the Negro in

America are made by Stegner, Adamic and McWilliams? What proj-

ects for improving race relations have been undertaken by your own
community? What do you think might be done?



• CHAPTER XII

AMERICA LOOKS ABROAD

We have examined some of America's vital postwar domestic

problems and have studied various suggested solutions. But

World War II has taught us that even an all-wise solution of

domestic problems cannot insure future tranquillity unless the

rest of this "one world" is also ready for peace.

What are the chances for a world at peace? What can war-

weary Europe expect during the reconstruction period? How
fares the United Nations organization? Can the United States,

Great Britain and Russia cooperate in peace as they cooperated

in war ? Does the advent of the atomic bomb change all our con-

ceptions of world peace and world war? Is some as yet untried

form of world government the only possible way out of our

world dilemma? If America wants to look ahead, she must also

look abroad and seek answers to these perplexing questions.

Noel Busch in his Lost Continent surveys troubled Europe

and concludes that "Europe has a fair chance to retrieve itself

and the United States can and should forthwith help it to do so."

Emery Reves in his The Anatomy of Peace declares that "this

planet must to some degree be brought under unified control"

—

by persuasion if possible and if not, then through conquest.

Harvard Philosopher Ralph Barton Perry expresses his own
philosophy in the title of his book, One World in the Making, and

then proceeds to show how this "one world" may be brought about

through a global economy, universal art and science, and a moral

and spiritual unity as well as political world government.

In their respective chapters of What the Informed Citizen

Needs to Know, Edward R. Stettinius explains "The United Na-
tions Charter," Wendell Berge discusses "America and World
Trade," Morris L. Cooke points out the possibilities of "World
Industrialization," William L. Batt illumines "Our Relations with

Russia," Samuel Guy Inman looks at "The Inter-American Fam-
ily" and Senator Elbert Thomas writes on "Relief and Rehabili-

tation."

1. The World Today
Lost Continent, by Noel Busch
What the Informed Citizen Needs to Know (pp. 3-69) •

Discuss briefly Noel Busch's findings on his travels in Italy, Ger-

many and France. What does he say in regard to the relations of the
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United States with these countries? What world-role does he foresee

for Great Britain? Does he agree with Emery Reves on the necessity

for "unified control" of the world or does he see a place for "two large

units"? What role does he assign to the atomic bomb in the future of

the world?

Summarize what Wendell Berge proposes concerning the future par-

ticipation of the United States in world trade. How does he think this

will affect matters of war and peace? How does Morris L. Cooke think

that world industrialization will prevent future wars? What role does

he believe the United States will play?

List the problems which William L. Batt presents as complicating

Russian and American relations. What solutions does he suggest?

Briefly summarize the problems and solutions suggested by Samuel Guy
Inman on the subject of inter-American relations.

2. The World Tomorrow
What the Informed Citizen Needs to Know (pp. 3-12)

The Anatomy of Peace, by Emery Reves

One World in the Making, by Ralph Barton Perry

Read Emery Revest chapter entitled "A Copernican World." Com-
pare the American, British and Russian versions of what happened to

world peace between the two world wars. Wherein does he feel that

capitalism, socialism and religion have failed in achieving world peace?

Reves believes that war is caused by the selfish ambitions of sovereign

states. Discuss his formula for peace: "The problem of peace in our

time is the establishment of a legal order to regulate relations among
men, beyond and above the nation-states. This requires transferring

parts of the sovereign authority of the existing warring national insti-

tutions to universal institutions capable of creating law and order."

Summarize the points Mr. Reves makes on the fallacies of inter-

nationalism, self-determination and collective security. What does he
predict will follow the conclusion of World War II? What does he con-

sider "the crisis of the twentieth century"? (page 269)

From a philosopher's point of view, how does Mr. Perry believe that

"one world in the making" can be achieved? What does he recommend
as the best postwar policy for the United States? What economic and
educational problems does he foresee in a "unified world"? What would
be the contributions of science, religion and the arts? How does he pro-

pose to build "one world" on a basis of moral and spiritual unity?

Upon what principles does Stettinius declare the charter of the

United Nations organization is based? How does he believe that the

UN can achieve world peace? Discuss his explanations of the func-
tions of the Security Council and the Economic and Social Council.

What role do you think the United States must play in the future if

she hopes to maintain peace in the world while she tackles her own
domestic problems? Do you think compulsory military training will

strengthen her position?
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